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to offer professionals a state-of-the-art 
system to preserve film and audio alike

film works, audio tapes and reels
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/ analoG preservation

STIL® CasinG solution

// CompanY

 Being for the preservation of film works, audio tapes or digital data, stil® Casing solution 
has a solution for each medium.

 the products of the company are the result of many years of research and experiments in 
the field with the help of archivists and preservation technicians. at the end, we have been 
able to put together a state of the art preservation system for all media.

 stil® Casing solutions’ clientele is in constant growth, now over 350 clients in 23  countries. 
the clientele consists of major film studios, universities, film labs and post-production 
 services as well as private or public institutions, government agencies, national, international 
or multinational corporations.
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Enclosure for an  
optical disk,
for any type of  
digital media

Inert polypropylene
resilent to lab's perk

Better venting,
through wide opening

Platforms
to protect the film spires
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stilCasinG.Com

LONG-LaSTING SOLUTIONS

 the analog media preservation container was designed with the best criteria sod preservation 
available, to answer the needs of the audio and film industry. the cans are vented : the gases 
produced by the degradation of the film base are evacuated and the vinegar syndrome 
should not develop in them if the film was in a proper condition when put in.

// proteCts and preserVes

 100% prime polypropylene

 designed allowing ventilation

 they cannot be water soaked

 the cans are stackable, interlocking and they don't open only by dropping them

stil® casing answering to the standards drawn by ansi, aiin and smpte.



OPTIONaL PRODUCTS
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*Option
Personalize your case by 
adding your logo

*Option
available colors
useful to codify your 
different departments

Core

Hub
prevents the lateral 
sliding of your film

*Option
white labels insures a clear 
and reliable identification
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/ analoG preservation
OPTIONaL PRODUCTS 

// HuB 

 designed to prevent the lateral sliding during transportation.
 used to hold an audio reel of 10".
 made of polypropylene.
 Black is the only available color.
 size for 1200 ft and 2000 ft containers.

// Core

 resilient, does not deteriorate.
 made of polypropylene, resistant to acids and bases.
 size : 3 in.
 Blue is the only color available.

// laBel

 made of vinyl, resistant to acid.
 adherence resistance to temperatures between -190ºC and 125ºC.
 Can be peeled off and replaced easily.
 Compatible with regular laser printers.
 possibility of permanently identifying the label with your logo.
 personalized dimensions available.
 also available in a roll for thermal printers.
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VENTED CONTaINER

Effective ventilisation
enables complete 
air circulation

Low pressure

High pressure
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TECHNOLOGy 

 the analog media preservation vented container was designed to answer the needs of the 
audio and film industry.

 the cans are made of 100% prime polypropylene, inert to acids and bases.

 the containers are interlocking, made possible by the venting chimneys.

 inside the container, the film pancake sits on platforms :

 1. this gives you uniform ventilation over and under the film.

 2. the platforms protect the perforations along side the film to prevent indentations that could 
 happen with ridges or web type bottoms.

 in the lid, flanking the edge, are stoppers that prevent the lid to crush the film or simply touch 
the film when a can is at the bottom of the column.

  ventilation is made by a low pressure created inside the container wich wants to equilibrate 
itself with the outside high pressure, this creates air movement.

 the large openings of the chimneys help for better air circulation and stop by their design 
water and dust penetration.
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aVaILaBLE SIzES  & DIMENSIONS

item # dimensions  
interior / tHiCkness

dimensions  
exterior / tHiCkness

Can /  
Carton

Cartons  / 
skid

stil-ap16400
16mm/400ft (120m)

7.01 in. / 0.98 in. 7.64 in. / 1.11 in. 40 60

stil-ap16800
16mm/800ft (240m)

9.25 in. / 0.98 in. 9.88 in. / 1.11 in. 18 56

stil-ap161200
16mm/1200ft (360m)

11.22 in. / 0.98 in. 12.01 in. / 1.08 in. 18 48

stil-ap161200Cddvd
16mm/1200ft (enclosure) 

11.22 in. / 0.98 in. 12.01 in. / 1.17 in. 17 48

stil-ap162000
16mm/2000ft (600m)

14.17 in. / 0.98 in. 14.96 in. / 1.10 in. 20 30

stil-ap162000Cddvd
16mm/2000ft (enclosure) 

14.17 in. / 0.98 in. 14.96 in. / 1.14 in. 20 30

// stil® 16mm film Container

 

stil-ap351000
35mm/1000ft (300m)

10.24 in. / 1.54 in. 11.02 in. / 1.81 in. 10 56

stil-ap351200
35mm/1200ft (360m)

11.06 in. / 1.73 in. 12.01 in. / 1.83 in. 10 48

stil-ap352000
35mm/2000ft (600m)

14.17 in. / 1.54 in. 14.96 in. / 1.81 in. 12 30

stil-ap353000
35mm/3000ft (900m)

17.13 in. / 1.54 in. 17.95 in. / 1.85 in. 12 16

// stil® 35mm film Container
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aVaILaBLE SIzES  & DIMENSIONS

item # exterior dimensions /
tHiCkness

unit / Carton Cartons  / 
skids

item # desCription items /  
paCkaging

minimum 
order

stil-Co163
Core 16mm / 3 inches

3 in. / 1.81 in. 300 36

stil-Co353
Core 35mm / 3 inches

3 in. / 1.89 in. 150 36

stil-hB1200
hub 1200ft (360m)

11.02 in. / 1.81 in. 25 56

stil-hB2000
hub 2000ft (600m)

12.01 in. / 1.89 in. 50 30

stil-Cl18 White labels for 16mm container,
 laser printer

192 per packet 3 packets

stil-Cl18t White labels for 16mm container,
 thermal printer

500 per roll 1 roll

stil-Cl19 White labels for 35mm container,
 laser printer

144 per packet 3 packets

stil-Cl19t White labels for 35mm container,
 thermal printer

500 per roll 1 roll

// stil® Cores and HuBs

// laBels
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CONTaCT

// general information

 phone : 418.694.0449 ext. 10

 e-mail : info@stilcasing.com

// sales and Customer serViCe

 phone : 418.694.0449  ext. 11

 e-mail : sales@stilcasing.com

// administration

 phone : 418.694.0449  ext. 12

 e-mail : admin@stilcasing.com

// address

 76 st-paul. suite 301 

 Quebec.QC.Canada  G1k 3v9

 toll free : 888.414.0449 (Canada & usa)

 fax : 418.694.1621

 Web site : www.stilcasing.com
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